Create A Facebook Page
Become a Pharaoh!

Your assignment is to create a facebook page in the point of view of an Egyptian Pharaoh. In order to complete this assignment, you must become the person you have chosen!

Delve deep inside the character and become him/her. His mind is your mind. What are your thoughts? How do you speak? What are your actions?

You must use all three points of view in order to complete the Facebook page. Refer to the template given as a guide to your page and make sure to use the designated point of view (if identified) for each feature:

1. Picture- Include a picture of your pharaoh; what do you look like? /3

2. Summary of Character- >first person POV (history) /6

   *Use this to describe yourself (ie your character traits, interests, etc...)
   *Include a minimum of two points

3. Basic Information- >third person point of view (accomplishments) /5

   *Age, relationship status, jobs, network, hometown, etc...

4. Photo Albums- >first person POV /3

   *Use 2-3 symbols that relate to you and your accomplishments-give a brief description of each

5. Name... Status... - >third person POV /2

   *Name in bold followed by your status (What are you doing right now?)
   *Past statuses become part of your wall

6. The Wall (the heart of the Facebook page)- >first, second, and third person POVs /6

   *This is where comments are made, both to you and not to you. Include at least two comments to you from others (second person POV)
   *Respond back to each of the comments to you (first person POV)
   *The wall is also where your past statuses reside (third person POV)- include a minimum of two
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